Military Style Tour
Package price:
From 3500 USD

Day 1
Arrival to Moscow.

* Prices are non
commissionable

Meet up with guide, transfer to the hotel.

Price includes:
Accommodation in TWIN
rooms on BB – hotels 5*
Transportation
English speaking guide
(Arabic, Chinese or other
language speaking guide
upon request)
Entrance tickets
Lunches and dinners
Tank riding
Fligth on L-29
Additional service:
-tank shooting
-weapon leasing for shooting
-shooting in Alabino
Price excludes:
Russian visa fee
Insurance – 1 usd per pax per
day
Flight tickets
Tips for local guide and driver

Check-in.
Dinner.

Day 2
Breakfast at the hotel.
City tour .
Red Square, Alexander Garden, Tomb of Unknown Soldier, St Basil’s cathedral, Lenin’s
mausoleum, the GUM, monument to Georgy Zhukov, State History Museum, Christ Our
Saviour Cathedral, Novodevichiy convent, Vorobyovy Hills and Moscow State University.
Lunch.
Victory Park. WWII museum (war machinery and fortifications of XX century conflicts - open
ground site).
Dinner.
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Day 3
Breakfast at the hotel.
Moscow Kremlin Tour – the main political and cultural center of Russia (entrance).
Lunch.
Tour of Moscow metro – one of the most beautiful in the world, with its underground palaces.
Arbat Street.
Dinner.
Day 4
Breakfast at the hotel.
Transfer to military site.
A short acquaintance tour of the base.
Guests change into military uniform (jacket, pants, helmet with headphones).
Safety briefing, guests sign the special safety form (mandatory).
Line-up. Roll call.

Day 5
Combat training and shooting at the shooting range in Alabino
11:00

Shooting at the shooting range.

The arsenal that is located on the military base can help the visitors to learn more about
historical weapon with the help of stories, demonstration and shooting. Moreover, now there is
an opportunity to shoot the targets.
Shooting takes place at the military range in Alabino. The groups are organized on Sundays.
Due to your inquiry it is possible to arrange shooting on other day.
13:00-14:00 Lunch in the battle-field kitchen, going back to the base
15:00 Visiting "Patriot park" with a guide; guided tour: aviation and armoured vehicles
Day 6
Flight on the jet-aircraft L-29
11:00 Coming to the airfield. Meeting the representative of the airfield. The tour around the
field.
Safety briefing, signing the papers, health screening.
Meeting the pilots.
Training of using of special equipment, familiarity with the plane. Pre-flying training, discussing
the flight plan.
Take-off, landing.
Summing-up.
Taking photos.
Leaving the airfield.
(Approximate time of the program is 2-3 hours, without the transfer).
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Variants of the flight plans:
1. Split s - loop maneuver - immelmann, volpique, zooms, rolls, banking, hook turns, self-ruling
on the horizontal plane. Flying inside the first cab.
2. Missile evasive maneuver, split s - loop maneuver - immelmann, volpique, zooms, rolls,
banking, hook turns, self-ruling. Flying inside the first cab.
3. Air fight imitation, with maneuvering that was used during the real air fight on jet planes. Selfruling during dome stages of the flight. 2 planes for 2 participants.
Day 7
Breakfast at the hotel.
A tour to the Central Armed Forces Museum.

Inside the museum there are more than 15 thousand of showpieces, that tell the story of
Russian Armed Forces. There are photos, documents, rewards, weapon, belongings of the
soldiers, officers and famous commanders.
Lunch.
A tour to the Navy museum , a tour to B-396 submarine.
Dinner.

Day 8
Breakfast.
Check out.
Transfer to the airport.
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